SECTION 4. Computer science, computer engineering and automation.

THE INTEGRATED SIMULATION MODEL OF A PROMISING ACTIVE SAFETY SYSTEM FOR THE EXECUTIVE CLASS VEHICLES

Abstract: In the article the authors developed an integrated simulation model of a promising active safety system for the executive class vehicles and the algorithm for positioning the group of vehicles in the conditions of visual information shortage based on the approach of a same virtual informational space.
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Introduction

For cars of high-ranking officials of the state there are special requirements for their active and passive safety. Different kind of provocation in the form of the creation of smoke or light curtains, spray paint substances on windshields or bad weather should not reduce the operating efficiency and safety executive cars. It is necessary to take into account the specifics of this particular class of vehicles, which are operated in a complex organized support group, the number of which reaches several tens [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10]. Consequently, in the event of critical situations due to total or partial lack (deficiency) of visual and navigational information business class car should be the guarantor not only of passive safety, for example, due to reliable armor protection, but do not allow potential saboteurs make confusion in action participants support, disrupt the safe and timely movement of VIPs. The development of these technologies is strategic in nature, it determines the prestige of the country and due to significant scientific- and capital intensity is not feasible without the direct involvement of the state, its academic and university organizations.

Materials and Methods

The difficult foreign policy situation once again confirms the need to develop its own advanced active safety systems, while necessarily taking into account the existing international experience of scientific schools and multinational corporations to create their own versions of high-precision positioning systems in cars conditions of lack of information.

One of the modern ways of solving this problem is to actively develop high-precision positioning systems for cars in advance digitized boundaries of the roadway using modern satellite navigation tools (SNT) new generation of wireless and information sharing technologies between vehicles throughout the support group.

There is also an urgent need to improve the information content of external executive cars using encrypted wireless communication channels and high-precision navigational information and technologies for display on the display board computer detailed position (orientation) of all participants in support groups.

The aim of section is to improve executive vehicles active safety under the conditions of insufficient visibility on the base of new methods and means of drivers computer support on roads.

To achieve this goal were solver following problems [6; 7]:
- developed the conception of active safety improvement for executive class vehicles under the conditions of information shortage;
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developed the integrated simulated model of perspective active safety and also algorithmic and software for vehicle positioning on road under the conditions of information shortage by means of SNT «GLONASS/GPS»;

accomplished the analysis of movement of vehicles in poor visibility conditions using the developed prototype system.

The conception of work is based on generalization and systematization of progressive foreign and national experience in the area of active safety development, particularly with the use of SNT «GLONASS/GPS» and «V2V» technologies.

Drivers’ computer support system (DCSS) structural diagram for the executive class vehicles is presented on figure 1.

The input parameters are the following:

- Coordinates of latitude, longitude and altitude $K = \{x_1, y_1, z_1, x_2, y_2, z_2\}$ of vehicle location on satellite navigation tools data from antennas $M_1$ and $M_2$;
- Setting parameter vector $R$ of vehicle positioning system on roadway;
- Approximation method parameters $W = \{m_i, d\}$, where $m_i$ – approximation algorithm, $d$ – approximation coordinated diapason of vehicle motion path;
- Flow of video information $V_R$ under vehicle front axle;
- Signals definition vector $Z_t$ at times $t$ from vehicle odometer;
- Vector of longitude and transverse slopes $G_t = \{p, r\}$ at time $t$ from angle of slope unit installed on the back axle of vehicle.

Figure 1 – DCSS structural diagram by executive class vehicles positioning moving in organized convoy (cortege) on the roadway under the conditions of VIS.

The presented system works in following modes [6; 7]:

1st mode – automation of collecting, recording and processing data on the trajectory of car movement. This mode is also used in road mode digitizing boundaries, when the vehicle moves left and right sides of the road. Enroll navigational road coordinates boundaries derived vector coordinates undergo smoothing, produced histograms of probability distributions coordinate deviations from the smoothed line.

2nd mode – research and selection of high-speed car modes information deficit on different graphics primitives digitized road sections. This road is considered as an extended object in space whose boundaries are digitized with the desired increments. The input data for the selected mode are graphic primitives digitized road sections; the coordinates of
Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHHI (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIHNC (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the initial position of the first and second antennas navigators located, respectively, on the front and back parts of the body and determine the base; discrete obtain navigation data; vehicle speed of movement; the time scaling factor; the distance to the edge of the road, which must adhere to the vehicle. Selecting vehicle movement trajectory is carried out based on the geometric characteristics of an extended object and the desired speed of vehicle.

3d mode – research of vehicle positioning mode in the absence of map data, as well as in conditions of poor visibility. This mode of operation of the system is also used as a guide for choosing a safe corridor of car movement in view of estimating the probability of hitting the edge of the shoulder of the road.

System output parameters depending on selected mode are the following:

- **1st mode** – digitized motion path of mobile object TR, error estimation Δ of car positioning, video information flow VR under the front axle, coordinates K of existing car positioning, angle of slopes Gt = {p, r} of roadway;
- **2nd mode** – graphics distance traveled as a function of the base and the vehicle speed until the deviations from the planned trajectory, when the vehicle is outside the allowed boundaries of the road;
- **3rd mode** – recommended driving corridor recommended by a rotation angle and speed of the car in the conditions of lack of information.

The proposed system has a modular architecture, with all its subsystems are interconnected, change parameter values of one subsystem affects the output characteristics of the other.

On figure 2 presented the diagram of vehicle positioning moving in organized group under the conditions of information lack towards digitized road borders.

![Figure 2 – The diagram of cortege positioning on the roadway.](image)

The algorithm of positioning of vehicle group consists of following stages [5; 6; 7]:

1. In on-board system of each car is given the discrete receiving navigation data and the accuracy of satellite navigation - R1 and R2. Database of digitized road borders the desired travel route is downloaded.
2. In the process of vehicle driving the operator (navigator) uses evidence-board system to determine deviations from the recommended corridor of movement, taking into account the geometric characteristics of the road surface, the base of the vehicle, discreteness and errors of received navigation data.

3. The navigation coordinates of all the participants of support groups through exchange of navigation information subsystem input to the onboard system and form a single virtual information.

4. The same virtual informational space contains distance vectors between the vehicles and their location towards digitized road borders at each time t. Pointed parameters are displayed on the screen of on-board system.

Under same virtual informational space (SVIS) is meant the presence of all the participants of informational interaction (vehicle groups) equal copies of dynamic image \( Q_t \), by changing of structure or content of which at time t modified image \( Q'_t \) becomes equally renewed for every member of informational interaction i.e. in all created copies. The example of SVIS method is the game «Sea Battle» and also modern computer online (command) games [7, 88 p.].

On commands the navigator driver performs positioning of the vehicle on the road: selects the vehicle speed, adhere to the regulated distance between the participants and to accompany the digitized boundaries of the roadway.

On figure 2 points \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) define the location of SNT «GLONASS/GPS» antennas for each group member – «V_01», «V_02» and «V_03».

Circles \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are error radiuses of satellite navigation. Distances \( l_{11} \) – \( l_{26} \) define the lengths between digitized road borders and vehicle antennas location. Distances to digitized borders are \( h_{11} \) – \( h_{22} \).

Dash-and-dot line \( M_1M_2 \) defines the orientation of each vehicle towards digitized road borders and (or) road markings.

Distances \( l_{00102,R1R1} = l_{00203,R2R2} \) between convoy participants is defined by navigational coordinates of antennas \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) for each vehicle taking into account car body dimensions and error radiuses \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) of SNT «GLONASS/GPS».

Each vehicle has its own unique identifier, for example the first vehicle in group has identifier «V_01», and the second one – «V_02» and so on.

To coordinate all participants of convoy, in driver computer support system is created for each driver same virtual information space. Mentioned space is like multipage dynamic massive of complex system that is used by subsystems for selection of necessary recordings and positioning the vehicles under the conditions of information shortage.

The massive contains the following pages: navigation coordinates of all members of the group at each time point t, the vector distances between them and their location relative to the digitized boundaries of the roadway.

**Conclusion**

The results can be recommended for the improvement of existing and development of new advanced active safety systems for motor vehicles. The greatest demand for computer support system drives can receive a collection service for cars and to increase the active safety of vehicles of senior government officials, diplomatic and peacekeeping missions, subject to state protection.
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